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ABSTRACT

India is the second largest producer in agriculture produce in the world. For the economic development of India, development of agriculture sector is must. Farmer community is the backbone of the agriculture system and well mannered sustainability of farmer community surely leads towards the well being of the country. In this study the researchers have tried to carry out critical analysis of prediction techniques as an exceptional case study with agriculture commodity. This study offers critical analysis of agriculture commodity market price prediction using Statistical and Soft Computing approaches and judge expedient prediction techniques out of it. This study basically contributes to the well being of the farmer community and thereby enhances their ability towards Intelligence agri-business.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Agriculture sector plays a vital role in the economic development of India. Approximately 19% GDP is contributed from this sector and more than 60% workforce of the total population of India is engaged in this sector [1]. Over 700 million people i.e.69% of the population depends upon the rural economy for their livelihood [2]. These facts show the importance of the Agriculture sector in India. To sustain the agricultural market in India, more than 1756 APMCs across 28 states available. Agricultural Produce Market Committee is a place where an agriculture stake holder can do the business with traders. In the development of Agri-Business, Information Technology contributes a lot in terms of the various web portals, web services and Agriculture Market Information System (AMIS).

e-Chaupal[13], agriwatch[14], indiagriline[15], kishan[16], e-agriculture[17] are some of the examples of web services provided by the government or private agencies. In spite of several advancements in existing information availability, a farmer still remains in dilemma about the price of the agriculture product at the time of its submission in the APMC? It may be possible that due to social and some other economical factors the price may differ in various APMCs. So in this situation the farmer needs to know which APMC rate can be beneficial to him and up to what limit it can profit him. Considering such information and the importance of filling the information gap the researchers tried to predict the agriculture product market price as an ingredient of ‘Agriculture Intelligence’ system [3], before a farmer can deliver it to the market place and thus help the farmer community to increase their profitability and thereby do agri-business intelligently. ‘Agriculture Intelligence’ is neither a product nor a system. It is an architecture, which is a collection of integrated operational as well as decision-support components, technologies and databases that provide the agriculture community easy access to agricultural knowledge. Thus agriculture intelligence utilizes various prediction techniques and predicts agriculture commodity market price.

We can classify prediction techniques into two broad categories such as Statistical Techniques and Soft Computing Techniques. In this study the researchers have used statistical techniques such as Regression Analysis and Soft Computing Techniques such as Neural Network for market price prediction of selected agriculture commodity Green Chilly. After having accuracy analysis from both the techniques, the researchers have tried to enhance the accuracy by classifying entire year span into
different season span (winter, summer and monsoon) and then monthly to perform accuracy analysis for that particular season for the selected agriculture commodity Green Chilly.

In this study the researchers have studied various prediction techniques; review literature related to it, design methodology for experiments, and offers experiment results and conclusion of the research study.

II. SUPPORTIVE PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

The researchers have studied and utilized various supportive prediction techniques as and when required during this study. They are Time Series Analysis (Holt’s Method for exponential smoothing), Neural Networks, Multiple Linear Regression and Principal Component Analysis. These different approaches were utilized to cope up with the generated problems during the research study.

a) Time Series Analysis

Agriculture commodity market price depends on time factor. So ‘Time Series Analysis’ helps us out in predicting such future price. Time series problem analysis is composed of four elements Trend (T), Cycle (C), Seasonal effects (S) and Irregular fluctuation (I). Time series analysis usually involves predicting numeric outcomes, such as the future price of the individual stock or commodity. In such time series analysis what will be the next price value with respect to the new time factor is important, and here forecasting comes into picture. Forecasting is the science of predicting the future.

To forecast the future price ‘Exponential Smoothing’ techniques such as Holt’s Method also helps us out. Holt’s method [4] for exponential smoothing is used to weight data from previous time periods and it shows exponentially decreasing importance in the forecast. Exponential smoothing is achieved by multiplying the actual value for the present time period Xt by a value between 0 and 1 (the exponential smoothing constant) referred to as α and adding that result to the product of present time period’s forecast Ft and (1 - α).

\[ F_{t+1} = \alpha \cdot X_t + (1 - \alpha) \cdot F_t \]

\[ F_{t+1} \] = the forecast for the next time period \((t + 1)\)
\[ F_t \] = the forecast for the present time period \((t)\)
\[ X_t \] = the actual value for the present time period \((t)\)
\[ \alpha \] = a value between 0 and 1 as the exponential smoothing constant

Another exponential smoothing technique which includes trend effects is Holt’s two-parameter method. Holt’s technique uses weights to smooth the trend and it uses the following equations to accomplish this:

- Smoothed Values: \[ E_t = \alpha \cdot X_t + (1 - \alpha)(E_{t-1} + T_{t-1}) \]
- Trend Term Update: \[ T_t = \beta \cdot (E_t - E_{t-1}) + (1 - \beta)T_{t-1} \]
- Forecast for Next Period: \[ F_{t+1} = E_t + T_t \]
- For k periods in the future: \[ F_{t+k} = E_t + kT_t \]

In simple exponential smoothing, the smoothed values were the forecasts. The next smoothed value was determined by weighing the actual value by α and the previous forecast (the last smoothed value) by 1 − α. From the last two equations we observe that forecast is now a function of both the smoothed value (E) and the trend (T). With simple exponential smoothing there is only one smoothing constant, α. Since trend is part of the forecasting process, here we have another parameter (weight) for trend, β. The weights determine how much emphasis is to be placed on recent values versus previous values. Higher values of α and β place more emphasis on recent values. Another improved part in this type of statistical method is Exponential Smoothing with both Trend and Seasonality. Seasonality in our case determined for every month separately and seasonal factor has been calculated for future process. Thus the final forecast value becomes the product of the trend factor and the seasonality factor.

b) Neural Network
In Soft Computing Prediction Techniques, Neural Networks [5] have a proven track record in predicting numeric or continuous outcomes. It is basically useful in various types of applications like, supervised classification & pattern recognition, un-supervised clustering, curve fitting and dynamic time series analysis. Neural Networks work well with datasets containing large number of noisy input data. Neural Network evaluation function such as ‘Sigmoid function’ naturally smoothes input data variation caused by outliers and random errors. Neural Networks offer a mathematical model that attempts to try to be like the human brain. The knowledge is often represented as a layered set of interconnected processors. These processor nodes are frequently referred to as ‘neurodes’, which indicate a relationship of the neurons of the brain. Neural Network learning can be supervised or unsupervised. Learning is accomplished by modifying network connection weights while a set of input instances is repeatedly passed through the network. Once trained, an unknown instance passing through the network is classified according to the value(s) seen at the output layer.

Probably the biggest criticism of neural networks is that they lack the ability to explain their behavior. However we can use the experimental process to help us to achieve desired result. There are several Neural Networks tools which can act as per the theory of the neural network and one can achieve practical results through those tools. The examples of Neural Networks tools are ‘ntool’ of Matlab[18], Easynn[19], Neuroxl[20], Neurosolutions[21], WEKA[22], ExcelMner[23], IntelligentMiner[24] and cortex[25].

In this research study, the researchers have utilized one of these tools (MATLAB – nntool) and have achieved experimental results.

e) Multiple Linear Regressions

Multiple Linear Regressions [6] attempts to model the relationship between two or more explanatory variables or independent variables (β1, β2, β3 … etc.) and a response variable or dependent variable (Y) by fitting a linear equation to the observed data. The model is expressed as \( Y = \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 X_3 + \ldots + \beta_n X_n + \epsilon \) for \( i = 1,2, \ldots, n \).

In the least-squares model, the best-fitting line for the observed data is calculated by minimizing the sum of the squares of the vertical deviations from each data point to the line (if a point lies on the fitted line exactly, then its vertical deviation is 0). Because the deviations are first squared, then summed, there are no cancellations between positive and negative values. The least-squares estimates \( \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3 \ldots \beta_n \) are computed by developed program for selected parameters \( X_1, X_2, X_3 \ldots \ldots X_n \). The researchers conducted experiments of multiple linear regressions using statistical software WESSA.

WESSA is freely available Web Enabled Scientific Services & Applications software [115]. It performs statistic calculations and plots mathematical equations. WESSA offers descriptive statistics, regression analysis, statistical distributions, time series analysis and statistical hypothesis testing.

d) Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA is a procedure for identifying a smaller number of uncorrelated variables called “principal components” from a large set of data. The goal of principal components analysis is to explain the maximum amount of variance with the fewest number of principal components. Principal component analysis is commonly used as one step in a series of analyses. The principal component analysis is used to reduce the number of variables or when too many predictors relative to the number of observations exist.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW
The farmer is the backbone of the agriculture system. The core aim of the farmer is to have good earnings through agriculture. This can be possible by three major aspects i) By increasing production, ii) By improving quality and iii) By inculcating intelligence in agribusiness. There are ample of examples of past researches in the domain of agriculture that majorly focused on the first and the second aspect. The combination of the first and the second with the third provides assurance of good earnings to the farmer. The researchers emphasize on the third aspect and have reviewed the literature of prediction systems in the agriculture domain.

The study was initiated by identifying agriculture commodity price data availability followed by price prediction using archive price data.

a) Data Availability

To identify agricultural market price information providers to the farmer community and its related stake holders, the researchers found that there are many web-services [13-17]. Moreover, many portals or web services also provide information about several rural services of Government of India such as E-post [31], E-seva [32]. Also there has been contribution from many private portals and universities such as E-sagu [33], StarAgri [34], MahaAgri [35] and Lokmitra [36].

Agri.Gujarat [27] is a government web service handled by the Department of Agriculture and Co-operatives, Government of Gujarat. It is a common platform to transfer agricultural information of Gujarat state. It provides information related to policy declaration for the farmer community of Gujarat. Subsidy declaration detail with local language support is one of the major features of this service. It also has direct linkage to all four agriculture universities of Gujarat to have agricultural information with regards to that specific geographical area.

I-khedut [28] is also an initiative of Government of Gujarat, designed to provide agricultural information like online application to gain the benefit of Government Policies, Agriculture Loan information, Weather Details, APMC product Rate etc. It is also connected to PMFBY (Pradhan Matri Fasal Bima Yojana) and allows having information from it. Moreover, this portal provides mobile applications to avail static information with ease. There are many web portals designed by the state government to give information benefits to the famers of the state. For example E-Mitra [29] (Rajeshthan), Bhoomi [30] (Karnataka), Lokmitra [36] (Himachal Pradesh) are some of the web portals designed to give information to the farmer community of their states. Agmarknet [12] is one of the authentic data sources governed by the Government of India to avail agriculture crop past market price.

All these agriculture applications create information overflow without proper integration of correlated agricultural information. Moreover, they exist in scattered manner at heterogeneous resources that do not suffice knowledge for agriculture stake holder. To deal with this problem, the researchers started price prediction studies using archival price as discussed in the next topic.

b) Prediction Studies using Archival Price

The researcher have reviewed the literature related to knowledge extraction such as prediction of the future market value of agricultural crop before crop cultivation. There were several studies conducted which determine future market price based on archive price data. The volatility of an agriculture commodity price is very high and therefore price forecasting for decision makers in this domain has become more sensitive and challengeable compared to non-agricultural domain. The approaches used by different researchers are time series analysis with various statistical techniques and soft computing techniques such as neural network.

Govardhana Rao et.al [07] studied the seasonal variation and forecasting in wholesale price of rice in Guntur district of Andhra Pradesh. The study analyzed trends and seasonal variations of rice wholesale price from 1991 to 2010 using price forecasting model ARIMA for Guntur and Andhra Pradesh market and predicted the future trend of rice price. Their result says that for both these markets, the contribution of time to change in prices was to the extent of 73% and 80% respectively. Based on this fact, they have recommended the sale of rice. The major limitation of this study is that, it considers only percentage change of price (annual increase) in Rice and offers suggestions based on it.

Ticlavilca et.al. [08] have performed multiple predictions for agricultural commodity prices before one, two or three months. In order to obtain multiple-time-ahead predictions, the research applies the Multivariate Relevance Vector Machine (MVRVM)
that is based on a Bayesian learning machine approach for regression. This study uses data of monthly agricultural commodity prices to evaluate the results. In the volatile agriculture market, monthly agriculture commodity price data has very low impact to justify the prediction. Moreover, this study predicts price before one, two or three months only. In general, agriculture crop production period is more than three months. So this study does not predict price before crop cultivation and hence it is not much useful in risk management activities of agribusiness.

Manpreet Kaur et.al. [09] have discussed applications and techniques of Data mining in agriculture considering the problem of price prediction of crops. To increase the accuracy percentage of price prediction, the researchers utilized back propagation neural network prediction model using the Coimbatore market price of tomato as an example and simulated the result in MATLAB. This study attempted to forecast the prices of vegetables considering the single factor ‘changes in the price of crude oil’. Other influencing parameters such as meteorological and fiscal could also have had much impact in forecasting vegetable prices which were not considered in this study. Moreover, sample size considered to conduct the study is only of previous three years, which is a very short period for agriculture price prediction application.

Linwood Hoffman [10] has developed a model to forecast the seasonal average of the agriculture commodity ‘Corn’ using future prices. The research has used parameters such as basis value, marketing weights and composite of monthly futures and cash prices instead of only archival price, to forecast the seasonal average U.S. corn farm price. There is no significant difference found between result of this study and the projection of U.S. Department of Agriculture. The main problem faced in this study is to have the value of parameter ‘cash price received’ and marketing weights. Cash price data is an aggregation of monthly data and marketing weights data is of 5-years moving average of these monthly weights. So, daily basis forecasting is not possible. In this way, this study gives us a superficial prediction analysis instead of in-depth prediction analysis.

Wen HUANG et.al. [11] checked the role of high frequency data in forecasting agricultural commodity futures. The study used Realized GARCH model developed by Hansen, Huang and Shek (2012) to estimate and forecast price volatility for agricultural commodity futures. The main focus of this study is to compare realised GARCH model with GARCH and EGARCH model. To improve forecasted result, this study did not apply any evaluation criteria and forecasting methodology.

All the above narrated studies predict price in agriculture domain on their archival price data. After studied all such literature, the researchers designed experiments to judge better techniques that will help every other researcher in market price prediction of an agriculture commodity.

IV. EXPERIMENTS DESIGN

To perform the agriculture commodity market price prediction, the researchers have downloaded data from the authentic Indian government web portal ‘Agmarknet’. The scope of the study is for the last six years of calendar data i.e. from 01/01/2012 to 31/12/2017 of agriculture commodity Green Chilly for ‘Surat’ APMC. The available data is on daily basis and the researchers have performed required pre-processing to get the cleaned data. In this experiment the researchers have used first five years (2012-2016) archival market price data as training data and last year (2017) market price data as testing data. After having cleaned archival market price data for agriculture commodity Green Chilly, the researchers have designed experiments using two different prediction techniques. Market Price Prediction was done using Soft Computing Techniques - Neural Network (using nntool of MATLAB) and Statistical Technique - Linear Regression (using WESSA tool).

**Soft Computing Techniques - Neural Network**

- Input training data to neural network (nntool of MATLAB) to train it.
- Compared result (predicted market price) with actual market price (testing data) and find out difference.
- Error measure used here was Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).
- Found out accuracy in percentage using formula. (100 – MAPE).

**Statistical Techniques – Linear Regression**

- Input training data to linear regression (WESSA tool) to generate linear regression equation.
- Applied Linear Regression equation to Testing data and generate predicted data.
Compared result (predicted data) with actual market price (testing data) and find out difference.

Error measure used here was Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).

Found out accuracy in percentage using formula. $(100 – \text{MAPE})$.

### V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on above design experiments were conducted and result produced for both the prediction techniques for agriculture commodity market price prediction.

#### Table-1 Yearly data Accuracy% using both prediction techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agriculture Commodity (Green Chilly)</th>
<th>Using Soft Computing Techniques Neural Network (mtool of MATLAB)</th>
<th>Using Statistical Technique (WESSA tool)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>34.43</td>
<td>33.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy %</td>
<td>65.57</td>
<td>66.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in above table, the accuracy achieved using Linear Regression is somewhat better than the accuracy achieved by Neural Network of soft computing. But still the accuracy did not suffice the overall goal of market price prediction. So to enhance the accuracy level, the researchers again conducted experiments using linear regression technique to predict market price by classifying year data to seasonal (monthly) data for selected agriculture commodity Green Chilly and result was generated. Such generated results of Table – 2 were comparatively better than the results achieved as per Table – 1. In this approach each month linear regression equation (model) is generated separately. And then each month training data is compared with that month’s generated test data (using linear regression equation of that month) and accuracy will be generated as per Table-2. For visual convenience of the reader, the researchers also generated graphical representation of its season wise analysis as shown in Figure-1.

#### Table-2 Seasonal Accuracy Analyses for: Green Chilly using Linear Regression Technique

![Comparison of Actual Vs/Predicted Market Price Analysis using seasonality concept: Green Chilly](image)
As shown in above Table-2 the researchers have achieved more accuracy compared to earlier approach. Here the researchers achieved 82.95% accuracy in market price prediction of agriculture commodity – Green Chilly. It means that the predicted future market price for this commodity in next year will be ranging from $\pm17.05\%$ than its actual price in that period. Here the beneficiary can also take benefit of each month average accuracy level and predict accordingly for that month.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study the researchers perform critical analysis of prediction techniques with a special reference to an agriculture commodity Green Chilly. The researchers also perform comparative analysis of statistical techniques-Linear Regression with soft computing techniques-Neural Network and suggest that for agriculture market price prediction with archival price data, Linear Regression is better. Such conclusion will also help those researchers who would like to choose prediction techniques in agriculture commodity market price prediction. Such predicted price in the form of knowledge will be helpful to the policy makers such as farmer community, APMC brokers and other agriculture stake holders, to take significant economic decision. The potential benefit of this prediction study lies in assisting producers in making better-informed decisions and managing price risk, which surely helps them in achieving their ultimate goal of profit making.
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